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Sofie Squirrel has a problem. Her animal flashcards are incomplete and needs help fast! Can a

lonely panda cub help solve the mystery?Approximately 45 pages in all. Intended for children

3-5. Descriptions of my other popular children's books are included after the main feature (an

additional 5 pages).
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Shannon M. Mcgee, “Sweet Way To Learning. Sofie the Squirrel needs help finishing her

alphabet so she asks Panda, who does not feel he fits anywhere, to help her.A cute way to for

a child to learn alphabet and animals. In fact there are some animals I had to look up because I

had never seen or heard of them. I really enjoyed the art and cheerfulness of Sofie and Panda

learning together and finding their place.I am not giving 5 stars because I wanted more story

so I was sad to see the book end. I just really like the characters and art. Maybe even if the

story was stretched more but it was pretty stretched out for a book on learning your

alphabet.Author Scott Gordon has written many children books and seems to have a real feel

for it. This is the second book I have read by him and I would encourage if you have young

children to try his books. This one is especially cute.”
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prisrob, “Panda Finds His Place. Do you sometimes wonder how you fit into your family? How

do you talk about your feelings with your family?The author, Scott Gordon, has written a fun

and helpful book about a panda who wonders where he fits in. He is in a tree one day when he

hears a voice. It is a squirrel talking to him and asking for help. The squirrel tells panda he

needs assistance with his alphabet cards. The panda agrees to help him. One by one they go

through the cards from A to Z. Except something is missing. When you read this book you will

discover what that is.Parents/teachers will enjoy reading this book to their children. The

children wil have fun guessing what is wrong with the cards. And, everyone can discuss where

they think they fit in their families. The illustrations are bright, vivid and colorful and depict the

adventures of panda and squirrel. The story is pertinent to children who are starting to wonder

about their families and themselves. And, you get to see pictures of all of the animals in the

alphabet.Recommended. prisrob 09-11-15”

Writer-7$$, “How Panda finds he does fit in!. I thought it was a Rey grand story ebook about

the squirrel asking the panda bear for help with her animal flash cards only for panda to find

the mystery out and find out for himself as well that he does fit in quite nicely. And this makes

him very happy!I would recommend this ebook for kids from two to six years of age and older

too. For these reasons I felt that this needed five stars. I received this ebook for free and in

return have read and given it an honest review.  Great job Scott!  By Angela”

Barbara Mojica, “SOMETHING'S MISSING....... Sofie the Squirrel asks Panda to help her

figure out what's wrong with her alphabet flashcards. Then she presents her cards in classical

fashion from L to Q. Panda senses that something is wrong. After finishing the alphabet, Sofie

discovers the problem with the help of her new Panda friend.A few of these letters use animals

that may be unfamiliar like Lemur, Urial and X-Ray fish. Otherwise, the pictures and letters are

easy for toddlers to follow. Recommended for preschoolers learning their letters.”

Sandra, “... and graphics are quite vibrant and the font is easy to read. The colors and graphics

are quite vibrant and the font is easy to read. The only reason I did not give this book 5 stars is

because some of the alphabet animals are uncommon such as N = nutria. I had a whole lot of

'spainin' to do with a 4 year old on that one and a few others.”

deb whis, “Great first book. For youngsters who are just learning the alphabet, for animal

loving children, or for beginning readers this book is wonderful! Using the simple pictures to

help decode animal names would be easy. Certainly. Would be a good book for encouraging

new readers!”

Eielofview, “This is an adorable. This is an adorable twist on a flash card or ABC book, the

graphics are adorable the choices of animals will promote learning and discovery, most of all it

adds a little interest keeping kids reading to the very end. LOVE this.”

Secret Pearls Reviews, “I'd love these as flash cards. Beautiful illustrations. Very fun read for

kids. I would love to have these as flash cards so my daughter can play with them as she

learns the alphabet.  I definitely recommend this book!”

Mrs A Crumpler, “Five Stars. Great”

Pauline, “Five Stars. OK book”



snownubs, “Five Stars. Great”

Storywraps, “Hurray!! I Belong!!. Sophie, an adorable little squirrel, is having big trouble with

her animal flashcards and needs help. She solicits Panda to take a peek and help her figure

out what the problem might be.He adorns his glasses and studiously browses her cards... A to

Z. Each card has an imprint of the an alphabet letter, a word beginning with that letter and a

fabulous illustration to visually enhance the two. But wait? Something is amiss. Panda makes

a sad discovery. The pandas are missing.Happily Sophie agrees to his prognosis and while he

was busy reading through her book, she was busy making him a personalized card and finding

the perfect place to make him feel at home. She places him between "O and Q" exactly the

spot where he belongs!  No longer a misfit, Panda does a happy dance of celebration! Yahoo!!!”

The book by Scott Gordon has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 70 people have provided feedback.
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